
 Scrutiny Comments on Review of Mining Plan with PMCP for PALLAKKAPALAYAM LIMESTONE Mine over 18.65.0 

hectares in PALLAKKAPALAYAM - Village, Kamarapalayam-Taluk and Namakkal -District, Tamil Nadu State of 

M/s. India Cement Ltd.                                                 Mine code -   38TMN23055 

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                   

1. General:   

The document earlier approved is valid upto 24.1.2017, the period of present submission may be 

mentioned on cover page accordingly.  Further, the mine code mentioned on cover page is incorrect 

and it may be corrected.  

2.  2.0 Location and Accessibility- 

(b)  photographs of all corner boundary point/pillar   is to be given in Annexure with erection of  

boundary pillars at site and latitude/longitude with RL is to be marked in pillars.  

3.  3.3 Exploration – The total depth of each bore hole together with cumulative meterage drilled is to be  

provided. 

4.   3.4 Violation: - A violation is pointed out which is not mentioned in the document. 

5.  Measures of dust suppression 

1) The page number in Annexure10 and 11 is to be indicated and particular page number where  

information/report is placed is to be indicated wherever required. 

         2) Control of noise & ground vibration report not enclosed as mentioned. 

      Part –A 

1) Geology and Exploration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
i) Proposed Exploration:- the details of exploration already carried out is given as NIL in table. 
j) Preparation of feasibility report:- the resources shown in text and plan is to be given correctly 

as per UNFC code as the drilling is done adjacent to it. 
2) Opencast Mining- 
a & d) The text somewhere conventional drilling and blasting and somewhere controlled 
drilling and blasting which is ambiguous. Approval from competent authority should be 
obtained while quoting controlled drilling & blasting term.  

3) Mine Drainage:- the mines drainage pattern should be mentioned as the dumping water is going 

outside the lease area without any treatment like catchment of rainwater/diversions of rain water for 

accumulation /treatment etc.   

c) Attach a note indicating the manner of disposal of waste, configuration and Sequence of year wise 

build-up of dumps along with the proposals for protective measures considering above point. 

The production proposals given in table no. 7 for the year 2017-18.  It may be indicated the period as 

2017-18 (w.e.f. 25.07.2017). 

A separate table may also be given in addition to table no. 7 as a summary of tentative excavation 

yearwise in cubic meters as per the guidelines.  

The approval letter number mentioned at para 3.1 may be verified and corrected.  

Plates:- 

               Plate -3- The authenticated lease sketch should be enclosed.  

  Surface plan should be enclosed before geological plan which is enclosed at plate-12. 

Plate no-4- boundary of different lease should be drawn in bold line with distinct colour for 
different leases.  
Plate-5-all Section must be checked for UNFC code for reserve in geological plan. 
Plate-6-10 In all plans the bore hole location should be marked. 
Plate-11 – proposal given in section is not matching with the plan given in production plan.  
Plate-13 – the proposed elevation /RL are to be marked in all dumps, should be checked at the 
end of fifth year of mining in all dumps. 
Plate-14 prominent wind direction should be shown. 
Plate -15- proposed dump RL is to be mentioned. 
Plate-17- the water course from dump is to be shown and the garland drains/parapet wall also 
to be shown as from the plan it is presumed that the dump washout will go out of lease area 
without any treatment also mention in the text the length of garland drain/parapet wall 
proposed. 


